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Analysis of the 13C NMR Spectra of Molecules, Chiral by Isotopic
Substitution, Dissolved in a Chiral Oriented Environment:
Towards the Absolute Assignment of the pro-R/pro-S Character
of Enantiotopic Ligands in Prochiral Molecules
Philippe Lesot,* Olivier Lafon, Jacques Courtieu, and Philippe Berdaguÿ[a]
Abstract: We examined and discuss the
protonand
deuterium-decoupled
carbon-13 1D spectrum of a molecule,
chiral by virtue of the isotopic substitution, dissolved in a chiral oriented
medium which simultaneously exhibits
chiral discrimination, enantiomeric enrichment and isotope effect. Using the
1-deutero-(2’,3’,4’,5’,6’-pentadeuterophenyl)phenylmethanol orientationally
ordered in a chiral nematic liquid crys-

tal as illustrative example, we point out
three important features. First, we
demonstrate that the absolute assignment of the pro-R/pro-S character may
be derived from the absolute configuration of the isotopically chiral anaKeywords: chirality ¥ enantioselectivity ¥ isotope effect ¥ liquid crystals ¥ NMR spectroscopy

Introduction
NMR spectroscopy of chiral liquid crystal is a powerful
methodology in the arsenal of analytical techniques.[1±3] The
numerous 1D or 2D NMR tools developed to take advantage of the information contents of anisotropic interactions
have shown that this approach could be considered as the
most general method dedicated to the enantiomeric and
enantiotopic analysis. However, the assignment of the absolute configuration of NMR signals in orientationally ordered, chiral or prochiral molecules is difficult and remains
an exciting challenge.
To reach this goal, we need to improve our understanding
of the enantiodiscriminating mechanisms in such oriented
solvents. The investigation of molecules, which are chiral by
virtue of isotopic substitution, is interesting for this purpose
because the nature of the recognition mechanisms differs
from ordinary enantiomers.
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logue. Second, we report evidence that
isotopic effect on 13C chemical shift
anisotropy is negligible in a weakly orienting solvent. Third, we definitely establish that the molecular orientation
of prochiral Cs symmetry molecules
and their parent compounds that are
chiral by virtue of the isotopic substitution is the same.

In our previous work, we have reported that ordinary
enantiomers differ both in the magnitude of the elements of
the Saupe order matrix, Sab, and in the orientation of their
principal axis systems while this is not true for the isotopic
enantiomers.[4] This result implies that the average orientation of two ordinary enantiomers in a chiral liquid crystal
(CLC) differs and points out that both molecular size and
shape play an important role in the solute±CLC interactions
involved in the chiral discrimination mechanisms. For isotopic enantiomers, the situation is rather different because
the origin of their chiral discrimination is a consequence of
the fact that two enantiotopic ligands are non equivalent in
CLC such as organic solutions of poly-g-benzyl-l-glutamate
(PBLG).[5, 6]
The phenomenon of enantiotopic discrimination in chiral
liquid crystalline solvents is due to the change in the symmetry of the intermolecular potential experienced by the solute
when the environment is chiral compared with achiral oriented media.[6, 7] Due to the chiral environment, no plane of
symmetry will be conserved in the orientational probability
function in such a way that Cs molecules will behave as if it
were C1, C2v molecules will behave as if they were C2 and so
on.[6, 8]
The chiral discrimination mechanism described above was
derived from the analysis of proton-decoupled deuterium
NMR spectra,[5] but no investigations using 13C NMR spectroscopy have been made so far.[1] It is the purpose of this
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benzene groups, respectively, and the 13C peak assignment
reported in the spectra is based on additive rules for benzene substituents.[12]
As it can be seen in Figure 2b, the isotopic effects on 13C
chemical shifts exists also on the 13C-{1H,2H} 1D spectrum of
1 recorded in achiral isotropic phase (CHCl3). Indeed two
sub-spectra with two ranges of peak intensity are clearly obtained again while no chiral discrimination occurs in this
case. In both phases, the large difference in peak intensity
between the ™x-H∫ and ™x-D∫ signals is a direct consequence of the lack of deuterium-to-carbon NOE effect even
if the deuterium decoupling is turned on.[13] All relevant
spectral data about the spectrum of 1 are given in Table 1.
To confirm this analysis, we
have recorded the 13C-{2H} and
13
C-{1H} 1D spectrum of prochiral compounds 2 and 3, respectively, both embedded in the
PBLG/CHCl3 mesophase using
the same conditions than for
the chiral compound 1. The superposition of the 13C-{1H,2H}
Figure 1. Drawing of the studied compounds 1 to 3. The chemical notation (a, i, o, m, p) used here defines
both the deuterium and the carbon atoms. Compound 1 is a R-enriched mixture of the enantiomers (20 % ee).
signals of 1 with those of prochiral entities allows us to definitely assess the assignment all 13C signals associated with
Results and Discussion
the deuterated and protonated aromatic core in the chiral
compound. As expected the aromatic 13C NMR resonances
Spectral analysis and assignment: Figure 2a presents the aromatic region of proton- and deuterium-decoupled carbon-13
of the perdeuterated prochiral molecule show a significant
(13C-{1H,2H}) 1D spectrum of 1 recorded in the PBLG/
shielding isotopic effect compared with those of the protoCHCl3 oriented phase at 300 K. Interesting and unexpected
nated one (traces c and d in Figure 2).
The assignment of R and S descriptors displayed in the
questions arise when analysing the 13C NMR spectrum that
spectrum 2a is based on the difference of peak intensity for
exhibits sixteen resonances with various peak intensities. As
each pair of signals originating from the known enantiomerwe will demonstrate below, this apparent complexity origiic enrichment of the mixture. The relative inversion of 13C
nates from three distinct NMR effects: the chiral discrimination in the PBLG phase, the enrichment of the mixture and
chemical shifts of the R and S enantiomers associated with
the 1H/2H isotope effect observed on 13C chemical shift of
the protonated and perdeuterated aromatic cycle is rather
intriguing because a priori it could be thought that the reladeuterium labelled compounds. To understand the analysis
tive position of 13C NMR signals, for the protonated and
and the following discussion, we have to remember that the
13
NMR resonance frequency, ñi, of a C nucleus i contains
deuterated phenyl group would be the same. In fact this
simplistic argument is false. Considering that the molecular
both an isotropic, siiso, and an anisotropic, Dsi, contribution
ordering is not affected by the isotopic substitution, we are
to the electronic shielding and may be written for a pair of
going to demonstrate that the relative positions (shielded/
enantiomers as:[1, 9, 10]
deshielded) of a given aromatic 13C NMR signal in the deug
R or S
terated aromatic ring for the R- and S-enantiomers are opð1Þ
nRi or S ¼
 B0
½1  siso
i  Ds i
2p
posite to that observed for the protonated one. The different
steps of this demonstration using a series of schematised
13
Equation (1) clearly reveals that chiral discrimination in
C-{1H,2H} NMR spectra are presented in Figure 3 (from a
chiral oriented solvent is detected in NMR spectra when
to e).
niS  niR ¼
6 0, namely when DsSi significantly differs from
To illustrate our purpose, we have assumed fictitious prois identical[7] for both enantiomers.
DsRi , assuming that Dsiso
tonated and perdeuterated prochiral molecules (noted M-H
i
and M-D, respectively) as well as the corresponding comAs a visual evidence, the analysis of the spectrum of 1 repound chiral by virtue of the isotopic substitutions (noted
corded in the PBLG phase suggests the existence of two
M-HD). The various ligands around the prostereogenic or
sub-systems with two ranges of peak intensity. Each of them
stereogenic tetrahedral center are X, Y, CD3 and/or CH3.
is made of four pairs of resolved resonances whose differences in peak intensity originate from the enantiomeric enrichThe absolute configuration of the chiral molecule and the
ment of the mixture. Actually the existence of two series of
pro-R/pro-S character of the enantiotopic substituents
peaks results from the well-known 1H/2H isotope shielding
around the prostereogenic centre are given according to the
priority rules used in the CIP system, namely X > CD3 >
effect.[11] Both types of NMR signals are noted x-H and x-D
(x = i, m, p, and o) for the protonated and perdeuterated
CH3 > Y.[14]
paper to study the consequences of such symmetry lowering
in the 13C NMR of prochiral molecules and in isotopically
chiral analogues.
To illustrate our purpose we have investigated the case of
a chiral di-aromatic compound, the R enriched 1-deutero(2’,3’,4’,5’,6’-pentadeuterophenyl)phenylmethanol (1) (20 %
ee) and the related deuterated and protonated prochiral
molecules (2 and 3). All of them were dissolved in the
PBLG/CHCl3 chiral liquid crystal solvent. The molecular
structures of compounds 1 to 3 and the notations are sketched in Figure 1. In case of 1, we have a molecule chiral by
virtue of the deuterium isotopic substitution. Compounds 2
and 3 are analogous to 1, but are not chiral.
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Figure 3. Series of schematic representations illustrating the origin of the
inversion of peak intensity in 13C-{1H,2H} spectra for an hypothetical molecule chiral by virtue of isotopic substitution compared to the prochiral
analogues, all of them dissolved in a chiral oriented system. Only the 13C
signals of methyl groups are presented. The four resonances are displayed by four lines with different dash patterns. a) 13C-{1H} spectrum of
the M-H molecules. b) 13C-{2H} spectrum of M-D molecules. c) 13C{1H,2H} spectrum of a 50/50 mixture of M-H and M-D molecules. d) 13C{1H,2H} spectrum of M-HD molecules in racemic mixture. The arrows
show the relationship between the pro-R methyl groups in the protonated
and deuterated prochiral molecules and the R and S enantiomers.
e) Same as d) but using a R-enriched mixture (50 % ee).
Figure 2. a) and b) Aromatic region of the 13C-{1H,2H} 1D NMR spectra
of compound 1 recorded at 300 K in the PBLG/CHCl3 phase and in
CHCl3, respectively. c) 13C-{2H} NMR signals of aromatic carbon nuclei
of prochiral compound 2 in the PBLG/CHCl3 phase. d) 13C-{1H} NMR
signals of aromatic carbon nuclei of prochiral compound 3 in the PBLG/
CHCl3 phase. The four spectra were recorded using the same experimental conditions. For spectra a, b, c and d, a Gaussian filtering was applied
to enhance the spectral resolution. The comparison of trace a with traces
c and d allows the determination of stereodescriptors (pro-R and pro-S)
associated with the 13C resonances of compounds 2 and 3.

The traces a and b schematically display the pro-R and
pro-S 13C signals of the methyl group associated to the deuterated and protonated prochiral molecules, respectively. In
these spectra, we have considered that the isotopic shielding
effect for carbon nuclei directly interacting with deuterons
occurs and that this effect is sufficiently large to preclude
overlaps between 13C NMR signals of protonated and deu-

Table 1. Quantification of the isotope effects observed at 300 K for compound 1 in the isotropic and chiral oriented phase.
Atom

Isomer

a

R
S
R
S
R
S
R
S
R
S

(i)
(o)
(m)
(p)

iso

d13HC /ppm[a, b]

iso

d13DC /ppm[a, c]

DC(D)iso/ppb[a, c]

±

75.20

±

143.49

143.30

190

126.23

125.80

430

128.06

127.54

520

127.08

126.56

520

aniso

d13HC /ppm[a, b]

aniso

d13DC /ppm[a, c]

DC(D)aniso/ppb[a]

±

74.95

±

143.79
143.97
126.36
126.43
128.12
128.19
127.15
127.37

143.78
143.60
126.00
125.93
127.67
127.60
126.85
126.63

10
370
360
500
450
590
300
740

average
DC(D)aniso
/ppb[a]

±
190
430
520
520

[a] The accuracy of the di values is around  0.01 ppm (10 ppb). [b] Data relative to carbon atoms of the protonated aromatic group. [c] Data relative to
13
C atoms of the deuterated aromatic group.
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terated methyl groups. Also, the difference in peak intensities between labelled and non-labelled entities simulates the
lack of nuclear Overhauser effects in deuterium±carbon
nuclei pairs. Finally, to be comparable with the relative position of resonances observed in the experimental 13C NMR
spectra (Figure 2), the 13C signals of methyl group defined
as pro-S correspond to the most shielded resonances in the
M-D and M-H fictitious molecules. Spectrum c should be
theoretically obtained if we add the M-D and M-H molecules in equal quantity (the difference of Mw for M-D and
M-H is neglected). If we now assume that the molecular
order parameters for enantiomers of a molecule chiral by
virtue of the isotopic substitution and their corresponding
prochiral molecule are the same, then we expect to observe
the same 13C-{1H,2H} spectrum in both cases (trace d). However, for a mixture made of M-HD isotopic enantiomers, the
resonance associated to the pro-R carbon atom in M-D corresponds now to the peak associated to the deuterated
methyl group in the R-isomer.
By contrast the resonance associated to the pro-R carbon
atom in M-H entity corresponds to the peak of the protonated methyl group of the S-enantiomer (spectra c and d). If
the M-HD mixture is enantio-enriched in R-enantiomer,
then the intensity of 13C-{1H,2H} resonances for the R- and
S-isomers differs as seen in the trace e.
The above demonstration fully explains the apparent inversion of the 13C signal assignment associated with the protonated and deuterated aromatic group of 1 as shown in Figures 2a and 3e. In addition, by inverting the ™sense∫ of the
demonstration, we can assign without ambiguity the stereochemical descriptors, pro-R and pro-S, for all the 13C NMR
signals in the related prochiral molecules, as shown in Figure 3a and b or in Figure 2c and d for the experimental case.
As expected, the relative position of 13C signals associated
with the pro-S and pro-R substituents is the same for the
protonated and perdeuterated prochiral entities.
Two important features of the NMR in weakly orienting
chiral liquid crystal can be drawn from the previous discussion. First, we have found that the assignment of 13C NMR
signals of two enantiotopic ligands chemically differentiated
by the isotopic substitution in a chiral molecule are inverted
and this result is general whatever the molecule is. Second,
we have shown that such analysis allows for explicitly assigning the stereochemical descriptors, pro-R and pro-S, to
the corresponding 13C resonances in the protonated and perdeuterated prochiral molecule, both of them being related
to the molecule chiral by virtue of the isotopic substitution.
Study of the isotope effects: The quantitative analysis of the
isotope effect measured both in the isotropic and the chiral
oriented solvents is interesting and merits some attention.
Indeed it provides some insights into the relationship existing between the isotope effect and the orientational behaviour of the perdeuterated and protonated aromatic ring of
compounds 1 to 3 dissolved in the PBLG phase.
The isotope effect measured on a carbon atom in the case
of a monodeuterated molecule is defined usually as, nDC(D)
= ddeuterated  dprotonated, where n is the number of bonds between the deuterium and 13C atom considered.[11c] In our
3744

case, we observe the contribution of several deuterons for a
given carbon atom, consequently the notation n cannot be
used further. In this example the magnitude of DC(D)iso
values measured in the isotropic phase varies between 190
and 520 ppb (1 ppb = 103 ppm). The values measured on
C-1’, C-2’/6’, C-3’/5’ and C-4’ atoms on compound 1 are
listed in Table 1.
In a first step, we have compared DC(D)iso with the average values of DC(D)aniso measured in the chiral anisotropic
average
R
S
phase (DC(D)aniso
= DC(D)aniso
+ DC(D)aniso
/2)). This
average value of DC(D)aniso corresponds to the value that
would be measured in an achiral oriented phase made of a
racemic mixture of PBLG and PBDG (the PBLG×s enantiomer).[15] In such a racemic ordered solvent, denoted PBG,
a solute is diffusing very rapidly on the NMR time scale
from PBLG to PBDG fibres, consequently we observe only
an average of these two situations, thus eliminating the spectral enantiodiscrimination.[15] The comparison between and
average
DC(D)aniso
and DC(D)iso shows no differences within the
experimental errors. Such a result suggests therefore that
the contribution of the isotope effect to the anisotropic component, Dsi, of 13C chemical shift is negligible at least, in a
weakly ordering, chiral solvent. In other words, the isotope
effect modifies only the isotropic term in Equation (1). If
average
this was not the case, the value of DC(D)aniso
should significantly differ from DC(D)iso.
Also, the spectral analysis shows that 13C NMR signals associated with the perdeuterated and protonated phenyl
groups are enantiodiscriminated. The 13C chemical shifts for
the R- and S-isomers are given in Table 1. To analyse the reaniso
sults, we have plot in the same graph the quantity dRD 
Diso
Haniso
Hiso
d
(deuterated phenyl group) versus dS
 d
(protoaniso
nated phenyl group) as well as the reciprocal quantity dSD
iso
aniso
iso
 d D versus dRH  d H . As it can be seen in Figure 4, the

Figure 4. a) Plot of the quantities (data from the deuterated phenyl
group) as a function of (data from the protonated phenyl group). See
text for explanation. Data points associated with R- and S-enantiomers
(deuterated aromatic ring) are labelled with an open circle and a cross,
respectively. The slope of the line is one and passes zero. The correlation
coefficient of the fit is 0.9999.
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calculated points can be fit by a single linear function which
equation is of the form Y = X with a correlation coefficient
equal to 0.9999. The linear evolution of data is not fortuitous and two important conclusions in terms of orientational
behavior and chiral discrimination mechanisms can be
drawn from this result. First, it appears that the deuterated
aromatic ring in the R-enantiomer and the protonated aromatic ring in the S-enantiomer have the same Saupe order
Dring R
Hring S
matrix, namely (Sab
) = (Sab
) . In other words, they
possess the same orientational ordering characteristic and
conformational dynamic. The same occurrence exists for
protonated phenyl group in R-enantiomer and the deuteratHring R
ed phenyl group in the S-enantiomer, namely (Sab
) =
Dring S
(Sab ) .
The inverted role of protonated and deuterated aromatic
ring in the enantiomeric couple indicates that the local interactions between the aromatic cores and the surrounding
chiral matrix are unaffected by the isotopic substitution.
Second, the enantiomeric discriminations observed for carbons of aromatic ring occur because for each enantiomer
the local parameters for the two aromatic rings are different,
Dring R(S)
Hring R(S)
namely (Sab
)
¼
6 (Sab
) . This local differential ordering implies that the enantiodiscrimination of two isotopic
enantiomers is a direct consequence of the differentiation of
enantiotopic elements existing in the prochiral compound
either protonated or deuterated when embedded in a chiral
oriented environment. In no way, this discrimination involves a difference of molecular ordering as in the case of
ordinary enantiomers.[4] If it was the case the graph of quaniso
iso
Daniso
Haniso
tities dRðSÞ
d D = f(dSðRÞ
d H ) would not be along the bisector. This last result definitely establishes that the molecular orientational order parameters of prochiral, Cs symmetry
molecules, and their parent derivatives, which are chiral by
virtue of the isotopic substitution, are identical in this
weakly ordering chiral liquid crystal. This new evidence
therefore confirms previous qualitative initial results observed using deuterium NMR spectroscopy in the PBLG
phase[5] and shows explicitly that the spectral discrimination
between enantiotopic elements in prochiral compounds and
between the corresponding isotopic enantiomers involves
the same enantiorecognition mechanisms.

Conclusion
In this article we have investigated the proton- and deuterium decoupled 13C spectrum of molecule chiral by isotopic
substitution, dissolved in chiral oriented environment. Several important conclusions were drawn from this analysis. First
we have pointed out that the contribution of the isotope
effect on 13C chemical shift anisotropy is negligible in a
weakly orienting solvent. Second we have definitely confirmed previous results observed using 2H NMR spectroscopy in PBLG that suggested that the molecular orientation of
prochiral, Cs symmetry molecules and their parent compounds that are chiral by virtue of isotopic substitution was
the same. Third, we have found out that the assignment of
13
C signals of two substituents chemically differentiated by
the isotopic substitution in a chiral molecule was inverted
Chem. Eur. J. 2004, 10, 3741 ± 3746
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compared with the prochiral parent molecules and this
result is general. Fourth, but not the least, we have shown
an interesting way for assigning the absolute pro-R/pro-S
character of enantiotopic ligands.

Experimental Section
NMR sample preparation: The synthesis of compounds 1 enriched in Renantiomer (20 % ee) and 3 were synthesised following referenced literature.[16, 17] Compound 2 is commercially available. The liquid-crystalline
NMR samples were prepared using a procedure already described.[1, 2]
The NMR sample compositions are 100 mg of Mw ~ 112 000 PBLG (commercially available from Sigma), 100 mg of solute 1, 2 or 3, and 400 mg
of CHCl3 directly weighed into a 5 mm o.d. NMR tube.
NMR spectroscopy: The NMR experiments were performed at 9.4 T on a
Bruker DRX 400 high-resolution spectrometer equipped with a direct
multinuclear broadband probe (BBO) operating at 100.6 MHz for
carbon-13. The variable temperature unit BVT 3200 controlled the temperature of the sample. The NMR tubes were not spun. All 1D NMR experiments have been recorded at 300 K. Proton and deuterium broadband decoupling was achieved using the standard WALTZ-16 composite
pulse sequence on both nuclei.[1] The lock channel of the BBO probe was
used as deuterium channel. Other experimental NMR parameters or details are given in Figure captions. For all 13C spectra, the chloroform
signal was used as internal reference and assigned at 77.0 ppm.
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